
 

     THE DISH is a Third Quarter 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Here is Kino Ken’s review of that film. 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                              **** of a possible ***** 

 

Australia   color   101 minutes   live action feature seriocomedy    

Working Dog / Distant Horizon / Dish Film Ltd. / The Dish Film Productions /  

Village Roadshow Pictures   Producers: Santo Cilauro, Tom Gleisner,  

Michael Hirsch, Jane Kennedy, Rob Sitch 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

       (j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

Points: 

2           Direction: Rob Sitch*     2nd Unit Direction: Santo Cilauro 

2           Editing: Jill Bilcock* 

1           Cinematography: Graeme Wood 

             Still Photography: Lisa Tomasetti 

1           Lighting: Colin Williams (gaffer) 

             Special Visual Effects: Paul Cross, Murray Curtis, Andrea Parkes, 

                                                   Tim Parrington, Peter Webb 

1           Written by: Santo Cilauro, Tom Gleisner, Jane Kennedy, Rob Sitch 

             Continuity: Anne Went 

             Music Editing: Doug Brady          Music Mixing: Lawrence Manchester 

             Music Recording: Lawrence Manchester 

2           Music: Edmund Choi, Peter Sullivan, Galt MacDermot, Russell Morris, 



                         Morton Stevens, Robert Kirland a.k.a. Bobby Scott,  

                         Chet Powers a.k.a. Dino Valenti, others     

             Orchestrations: Sonny Kompanek 

             Choreography: Tony Bartuccio 

2           Production Design: Carrie Kennedy*     Art Direction: Ben Morieson* 

             Set Dressing: Darren Unsgaard* 

             Costume Design: Kitty Stuckey 

             Makeup Design: Caroline Styles 

             Makeup: Simone Albert, Jill Fisicher, Ian Loughnan,  

                             Noriko Watanabe, Noreen Wilkie, Wesley Wofford,  

                             Mark Nieman 

2           Sound 

             Sound Effects: Francis Ward Lindsay*, Gerry Long*, Andrew Neil*, 

                                       Gareth Vanderhope*, Skye Ritchie* 

             Sound Recording: Philippe Decrausaz*, Richard Girvan*,  

                                             Danny Sullivan*, Damien Montalto* 

             Dialogue Editing: Livia Ruzic 

             Sound Mixing: Roger Savage* 

             Casting: Jane Kennedy, Richard Hicks (U.S.), Yeskel Hicks (U.S.) 

2           Acting 

2           Creativity 

15 total points 

 

Cast: Sam Neill* (Cliff Buxton), Billy Mitchell (Cameron), Roz Hammond 

(Miss Nolan), Christopher-Robin Street (Damien), Luke Keltie (Graeme), 

Naomi Wright (Melanie), Ben Wright-Smith (Nicholas), Beverley Brown 

(Secretary’s Voice), Grant Thompson (Mr. Callen), Bille Brown*  

(Prime Minister), Bernard Curry (Newspaper Reporter), Kevin Harrington* 

(Ross “Mitch” Mitchell), Tom Long (Glenn Latham), Patrick Warburton* 

(Al Burnett), Roy Billing* (Mayor Robert “Bob” McIntyre), Andrew Gilbert 

(Len Purvis), Matthew Moore (Keith Morrison), Kerry Walker (Pearl), 

Denise Roberts (Bronwyn), Jeff Keogh (Ray), Jason Ritterman  

(Adrian Hobbs), Alexander Zent (Lead Guitarist), Rowan Macartney  

(Trumpeter), Aidan Macartney (Trombonist), Jarrod Factor (Drummer), 

Oliver McGill (Pianist), Jane Menelaus (Gwen), Lenka Kripac*  

(Marie McIntyre), John Flaus (Ron), Carl Snell (j)  

(Billy McIntyre, Mayor’s Son), Eliza Szonert* (Janine Kellerman), 

Tayler Kane (Rudi Kellerman), Neil Pigot (Journalist), Darren Davidson 

(Camera Person), Simon Donaldson (Sound Person), John McMartin 



(U.S. Ambassador Howard), Frank Bennett (Barry Steele), Randall Berger 

(U.S. Ambassador’s Aide), Charles “Bud” Tingwell (Reverend Loftus), 

Mal Walden (Voice of ABC Journalist), Rod McNeil  

(Voice of Radio Newsreader), Alister Paterson (ABC TV Newsreader), 

Colette Mann (Betty, the Bush Poet), Susan Ward (Female Print Journalist), 

Roger Crisp (Male Reporter), Nicholas Bell (TV Scientist), Eric Pearce 

(Eric Pearce, TV Newsreader),  

Buzz Aldrin (Buzz Aldrin, archival footage), 

Neil Armstrong (Neil Armstrong, archival footage),  

Michael Collins (Michael Collins, archival footage),  

John Glenn (John Glenn, archival footage),  

Walter Cronkite (Walter Cronkite, archival footage),  

Hubert Humphrey (Hubert Humphrey, archival footage), 

John F. Kennedy (John F. Kennedy, archival footage), 

Richard Nixon (Richard Nixon, archival footage)         

 

     Despite broad comedy acting and a plethora of one-dimensional 

supporting characters, THE DISH is a thoroughly enjoyable dramedy from 

Australia. It’s salvaged by superior editing and a director who obviously 

empathizes with foibles of townsfolk portrayed. There’s a humane warmth 

permeating relationships, partially due to the film’s 1960s setting, but also a 

by-product of actors immersed in fictional personas.  

     The time: July, 1969. Apollo 11 is heading for the moon. Parkes, Australia 

happens to house the only facility capable of relaying television footage of 

the initial moonwalk from astronauts to breathless viewers around the 

world. For a brief moment in history, Parkes will be center stage, a situation 

fraught with pleasure and trepidation for those manning the enormous radio 

dish in a sheep paddock close by. Any mistake they make will be quickly 

seized upon by Americans as evidence of Aussie primitiveness or 

incompetence. This fear is magnified by presence of an assigned NASA 

supervisor, Al Burnett, whose career and skills will also be under close 

surveillance. 

     Rather than focus on astronauts, the film presents those more 

earthbound, whose essential contributions are generally slighted. From a far-

sighted small town mayor to a party loyalist Prime Minister, a spectrum of 

civilians are given the opportunity to express themselves in all their pettiness 

or wisdom. Each speaking part seems selected as representative of a much 

larger portion of viewers riveted by the historical event their municipality 

would be instrumental in televising. The vast number of critics decrying 



NASA funds diverting millions from social improvements get their opinion 

expressed by the Mayor’s daughter. Those besotted by technological 

achievement can identify with her younger brother Billy, who dreams of 

future space adventures for himself and spouts Apollo program statistics on 

cue from memory. Politicians protecting home turf and basking in reflected 

glory from achievements engineered by back benchers may find a kindred 

spirit in the film’s Prime Minister. All ladies responsible for keeping home 

fires burning in spite of spectacular televised events will recognize their 

concerns portrayed in the comments of the mayor’s wife. Even fantastic 

imaginings of schoolboys excitedly embracing the moonshot as prelude to 

intragalactic war find verbal outlet. 

     Murphy’s Law seems operative. What can go wrong, does. Someone who 

should know better forgets to prime key machinery, causing computer failure 

and blackout. Winds of gale force arrive in the Parkes area just prior to Neil 

Armstrong’s walk on the moon’s surface, itself rescheduled by antsy 

explorer. Hours of calculations are wasted in a vain attempt to pinpoint a 

satellite’s location without benefit of computer updates. A security guard 

interrupts communications with Mission Control in the States, almost 

blowing a cover-up designed to disguise Australian bungling. 

     Can these unforeseen problems be overcome in time to save the 

reputation and role of the Parkes radio tracking station?  

     The director constructs considerable suspense by piling potential pitfalls 

atop each other at cunningly measured intervals, allowing plenty of calmer 

moments between successive adversities for character interaction and witty 

dialogue. He also knows when no words are needed, letting brooding 

silences and sound effects ratchet up tension. These also serve a second 

function, adding tonal shadings that link interior and exterior environments 

so the former reflect the latter, as when operations director Cliff Buxton 

becomes increasingly agitated and vehement in verbal response to rising 

wind speeds. 

     Music editing is as dynamic as picture cutting, both contributing to motor 

the film forward without lulls or cul-de-sacs. Each new melody either recalls 

a pop tune of the time or reinforces a desired emotional state. Particularly 

inspired are Morton Stevens’ “Hawaii Five-O” theme, appearing as a trendy 

substitute for “The Star-Spangled Banner,” and a brief passage from Mason 

Williams’ “Classical Gas,” its melodic outline sonic corollary for liftoff, flight, 

and landing. Lyrics of Gerome Ragni and James Rado for “Good Morning, 

Starshine” are very appropriate, being actually used by Apollo 11’s crew as 

wakeup alarm. Though equally apt in its words, Russell Morris’ “The Wings of 



an Eagle” wasn’t released until 1972 on record. It may be a patriotic 

anachronism.     

     Sound recording is fastidiously optimal in THE DISH, auditors being 

treated to every groan of resisting metal when the massive parabolic 

reflector is moved and to the bleat of an answering sheep in response to 

security guard Rudi’s naïve inquiry about who might be trespassing. 

     While nearly every member of the cast is wonderful to see and hear, 

perhaps most unforgettable are Sam Neill’s wistfully mellow Clifford Buxton, 

Bille Brown’s vain and ill-informed Prime Minister, and Eliza Sonert as eager 

puppy Janine Kellerman, hoping to land tongue-tied mathematician Glenn 

through a traditional basket lunch approach. Genevieve Mooy makes  

delightfully earthy helpmate to dreamer mayor, being a finicky hostess and 

cook more concerned about enhancing color schemes than moon landings. 

Lenka Kripac is impressive, too, as her grumpy, reformist daughter, 

hopelessly pursued by Mr. Status Quo himself, Rudi Kellerman, a local wooer 

at the absolute bottom of her playlist.    

     As someone who experienced firsthand audience experience of the 

moonwalk, this reviewer can attest to accuracy of wardrobe and furnishings. 

The Art Department quite nails these, inspiring nostalgia and commendation. 

     Apollo 11 brought the world together in hope, each person watching and 

listening in wordless communion with counterparts across the globe, all eyes 

and ears bent on catching and storing away every communication from 

mankind’s furthest outpost. All too briefly, political and religious divisions 

were pushed into the background. A unifying sense of universal humanity 

took their place. 

     Inspiring and inspired, THE DISH is suitable viewing for teens and adults, 

but does contain a fairly heavy load of obscene language. 

     The Warner Home Video dvd release includes a theatrical trailer and 

abbreviated filmographies of director and leads. 


